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Columbia Heights
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Streaming sunlight fills this beautiful one bedroom, one
bathroom top floor condo overlooking the DC cityscape.
This boutique building is situated just between Mount
Pleasant, Columbia Heights and Adams Morgan giving you
tons of access to city transportation and everything from
some of DC’s top restaurants, shopping and the trails of
Rock Creek Park.
Warm hardwood floors and tall ceilings greet you as you
enter. To the left upon entering, you’ll find a huge walkin multi-purpose closet. The large, open kitchen features
stainless appliances, gas cooking, expansive counter
and cabinet space and a peninsula where you can have
guests pull up a stool as you’re preparing dinner. A wall
of exposed brick runs from the dining through the living
room only broken up by the gas fireplace in the living
room. The combination living and dining room are both
large spaces with the separate dining room being able to
fit a 6-8 person table. Sunlight streams through the bay
window in the living room and looks out upon the DC
cityscape. The bedroom features a wall of exposed brick
and a huge walk-in closet. The tiled bathroom is just off
the main living area. This home also includes an in-unit
full-size washer and dryer.
The location is at the center of where Mount Pleasant
meets Columbia Heights. Access to the Columbia Heights
metro (yellow/green lines) is 3 blocks away and just
outside your door are the major bus lines of 16th Street.
Mount Pleasant offers a wonderful Farmers Market on
the weekend, restaurants such as Ellē and Beau Thai, and
boutique grocery stores like Each Peach. Just on the other
side you have Giant, Target and amazing restaurants lining
11th St. If you’re looking for long strolls in the woods,
Rock Creek Park is just a few blocks away.
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